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In an effort to save costs in ship construction and maintenance, the Navy Metalworking Center 
(NMC) is conducting a Navy ManTech project that is developing a prototype system for 
inspecting tapers of main propulsion shafts for submarines and aircraft carriers. Power is applied 
to submarine and aircraft carrier main propulsion shafts through a tapered connection between 
the shaft and the inboard coupling. To prevent mismatch, tapers are inspected using heavy and 
cumbersome gauges to perform blue contact checks. Each taper requires from six to 10 
inspections as the taper is carefully shaped to the correct contour. 
 
This project is evaluating and developing white light scanning technology for inspecting 
submarine and aircraft carrier propulsion shaft tapers. White light scanning technology will 
allow the shaft refurbishment facility to rapidly measure the existing tapers and identify out-of-
specification areas. The 3D model generated during the measurement process can be used for a 
variety of purposes including quality control, reverse engineering, and establishing a component 
baseline.  
 
The project team includes NMC, the naval shipyards, NAVSEA 05Z22, NAVSEA 04X, Naval 
Surface Warfare Center-Carderock Division, and Steinbichler Vision Systems. This team 
solicited industry for a white light scanning system and selected a vendor to work with to 
develop a prototype for shipyard use and to optimize the prototype in response to testing and 
evaluation. The new system will eliminate the use of labor-intensive, costly, single-purpose 
gauges and replace them with less expensive systems that allow for more rapid inspections. 
 
Norfolk Naval Shipyard is expected to implement the technology in early 2013 after evaluating 
the prototype system. Implementation is anticipated at the other three naval shipyards and the 
shaft manufacturing facilities after that. The Navy will realize an estimated cost savings of $9.4 
million over five years based on eliminating the maintenance on the 36 gauges currently in the 
system by replacing them with four white light scanning systems, removing the need to purchase 
gauges for Virginia Class Submarines, and reducing the labor to perform shaft inspections. In 
addition to cost benefits, safety during taper measurements will be enhanced by removing the 
need for lifts and the necessity to work near suspended loads, and taper measurement accuracy 
will be improved by removing the variation that is inherent to blue checks. 
 
This presentation will introduce white light scanning technology and will describe the process, 
challenges, and benefits associated with developing a white light scanning system for shipyard 
use. 


